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Bmong tbe IRemnants of IGaltfc Slavs.
Wends is the name given by the Germans to a branch
of the Slavonians, which, as early as the 6th century, oc-cupied the north and east of Germany, from the Elbe
along the coast of the Baltic to the Vistula, and as far
south as Bohemia. They were divided into several tribes
which were successively subdued by the Germans, and
either extirpated or gradually Germanized and absorbed,
although remnants of them are still here and there to be
found. In a narrower sense, the name of Wends is given
to those remnants of the Slavic population of Lusatia,
who still speak the Wendic or Slavonic tongue, and pre
serve their peculiar manners and customs.
There can be no doubt but that the Wends were settled
very early in those countries which they inhabited.
The
local names of rivers, woods and villages are an incontest
able proof of this.
Leibnitz was the first scholar who directed the atten
tion of the world to these Wends in the seventeenth cen
tury. In our own time Bohemians Dobrovsky and Celakovsky, the Russian Gilferding, the Lusatian Pful and the
German Schleicher, besides several others, wrote a great
deal about the Wendish people.
Pastor Christian Henning who begun to collect his ma
terial on the life and manners of Wends in the seven
teenth century says, that during his time only the old
men spoke the Wendish language, and that among them
selves exclusively.
They would never speak it before
their children for fear of being laughed at.
The young
generation, relates Henning, so abhorred the language,
that they would not even hear it talked, much less would
they converse in it. Uuder these circumstances it wasquite
evident, that the language would die out in 20 or at most
in 30 years and it will be impossible to find a Slavonian
who could talk in his mother tongue.
In another place
Henning tells of the difficulties he was confronted with,
when he undertook to collect, at the express wish of some
munificent patrons,the remnants of the Slavonic language.
In many cases people would not tell that they were of
that ancestry, lest the inquirer would scorn them. Again,
those who were willing to give him the desired informa
tion, namely the peasants, were too ignorant.
But all
these obstacles only whetted his curiosity and he deter
mined to secure some material at all costs. Henning was
finally successful, when he secured the assistance of an

intelligent peasant by the name of John Janisko (Janischge).
Another collector of Slavonic antiquities was John
Parum Schulz, also a peasant, who died in 1735. Schulz
confesses in his memoires which have come down to us,
that although Slavonian by birth, he was but imperfectly
acquainted with his mother tongue.
His father and
grandfather spoke the language quite well, his younger
sister understood a little of it, while his younger brother
did not know a word of it.
Many old men of his time
spoke half Slavonic and half German.
The following
words of Schulz must fill the heart of every Slavonian
with sadness: "When I and other three people from my
neighborhood are gone, there will be nobody left who
could say "dog" in Slavonian."
At one time Scliulze's countrymen were intractable peo
ple, proud of their language
Henning, above mentioned,
says of them in one place that, in their estimation, no
body was considered their equal who did not speak their
language.
He was told, that no German could ever
live among them; they abus°d him incessantly until he
withdrew.
Similarly they ill-treated the people of their
own blood who attempted to master the German languageTo this day the Wendish people are conscious of their
origin.
And they do not conceal it before strangers,
either. Many a family, that owns a rude copy of a Slav
onic prayer book or song treasures it like some sacred
relic.
E. Ziehen who is well posted on everything pertaining
to Wends says: "Their character, dress, manner of life
and dialect contrast so sharply with that of their German
neighbors, that careful observers can easily distinguish
the descendant of Slavonians among hundreds of Saxon
peasants."
A Chicago firm announces that Robert H. Vicker's his
tory of Bohemia will be published about December 20tli.
The price will be $3.50, but those who subscribe for it
before that date can obtain it for $3.00. Subscriptions are
to be sent to R. V. Miskovsky, secretary of the National
Committee, 1444 So-16th. St., Omaha, Neb. A very in
teresting feature of the work, numbering some 700 pages,
will be 24 illustrations and a map of the Bohemian
kingdom.
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1R0tC6.
Prague correspondent of a Bohemian American news
paper writes: "The state of siege under which we live in
Prague stifles everything.
Editors Hajn, Rasin, Sk&ba
and Vesely are in jail; editors and publishers Anyz, Gregr,
Miskovsky, Beaufort and several suburban and country
publishers are out on bail pending examination. The son
of deputy Sokol is in prison for inciting people to revolt.
Land owner (Stepanek has been released on an enormous
bail for insulting the person of bis majesty. (&tepanek,
it is claimed, knocked down a bust of tlie emperor in
Chodera's restaurant in Prague and trampled upon it).
Seventy young men languish in jail for violating tlie right
of association, besides a number of socialistic leaders and
journalists. The police also keeps an eye on the Young
Chekh deputies." The correspondent, after alluding to the
terrible condition of the peasantry, ends his letter as fol
lows: "If nothing turns up in Vienna in a short time, it
would be best to flee from Bohemia."
*

*
*

Among tlie latest schemes, calculated to organize Bo
hemian people in the United States—and thus "fill a long
felt want"—we must mention Bohemian-American League

(Ceskd liga v Americe) and Bohemian Union of America
(Ceskfi Obec v Americe). The first named organization,
as its very name already indicates, is to have the same
object as the Irish league, namely, the furtherance and
support of Bohemian home rule.
A sort of a beginning
has already been made in Chicago, by establishing a par
ent society there and as soon as the preliminary work is
completed, Bohemian societies throughout the country
will be invited to form branch societies and to co-operate
with it. The second scheme, "Bohemian Union of Amer
ica," emanated, we believe, from New York City. If we
understand the true object of the "Union," as explained
by its originator, it contemplates nothing more nor lese
than the union of every Bohemian in this country, re
gardless of creed or politics, a union for all purposes —
political, educational and lingual. Both of these schemes,
the "league" and the "Union," are, it must be said, very
captivating.
United, the Bohemian-American people
could accomplish a great deal, not only for their own im
provement but also for that of their brothers abroad. But
are they practicable?
Are tliey feasible? Our Chicago
friends, who are trying to organize the league will of
course say, that it is practicable; that Irishmen have their
league; and that what Irishmen can do Bohemians can.
This we doubt very much and will continue to doubt un
til someone tells us where we shall get rich sympathizers
like the Irish, to replenish our treasury?
The masses of
our people are tired of subscriptions and contributions,
and if they are getting indifferent to the work of the Na
tional Committee, now existing, and whose aims are more
American in their scope, how can any one expect that
they would be more liberal to the league, with its foreign
object?
Besides, does the league not seem like carrying
coal to Newcastle? Why organize a new society, when we
already have one, the National Committee?
Our New
York friend of the "Union" hobby is equally certain of
success. We feai, however, that enthusiasm got the better
of his judgment when lie conceived the "Union." He
proposes to bring together, in one mighty rank, all the
Bohemian societies in America, yet, he could not tell us,
we wager, how to unite those of New York City alone.
The National Committee attempted it and failed. Onehalf of our peple, belonging to the Catholic Church, would
not enter that organization probably because the idea
emanated from the other side- All things considered, we
are not in sympathy with either of these proposed organi
zations.
Their object is good, that is true, but the way
chosen for its attainment is not. We have too many or
ganizations already, in fact, so many, that one obstructs
the other in usefulness.
Projecting of new societies is
sort of a mania with us; and the sooner it is seen, that
nothing really great or useful is being accomplished owing
just to this mania, the better it will be for all of us.
In
our opinion every new organization, having the same or
almost the same object as some other organization already
existing, only tends to create confusion. It makes it im
possible for our people to form an attachment for any of
them.
What we need is the building up of that which
already exists. The National Committee exists, let us
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therefore build it up.
It is broad enough in its scope to
comprehend every purpose suggested both by the "league"
and by the "union."
If you want to help the cause
abroad, why not start a "Bohemian home rule fund" in
conjunction with the National Committee?
*

*
*

The person of premier Windischgratz is described as
follows by a Bohemian newspaper: "Prince Windisch
gratz is rather tall and slender.
Besides politics he has
a predilection for sport, particularly hunting.
His wife
who is of the Aursperg family is subject to occasioual fits
of insanity. One son and four daughters constitute their
whole family.
While German is the official language in
the management of his estates, the clerks are both of the
Bohemian and German nationality. Of German origin,
Windischgratz is allied, politically, to the Bohemian hist
oric nobility, but he keeps aloof from the wrangle of the
two races. Windischgratz speaks both languages fluently
and without hesitation. Gay in society, he is courteous
even to ladies of the middle class and to his employees, he
is obliging and appreciative or, if necessary, severe."
*

*

*

The shocking injustice of the present electoral law in
Austria is best apparent in the margraviate of Moravia.
According to the census of 1890, that country had 664,168
Germans, 1,590,513 Bohemians, 5,039 Poles and 1,365 Croatians.
Notwithstanding this numerical preponderance of
the Bohemian people, the Bohemians are unable to elect,
of the total number of 37, more than 11 deputies to
parliament, while the Germans are represented by 16
deputies!
It is owing to this terrible gerrymander that
Moravia, whose population is more than three fourths
Slavonic—at least 250,000 o f the 664,168 being amphibious
Bohemians —is ruled by Germans and Jews. It is grati
fying to record, however, that this unjust power is crumb
ling year by year.
The time is probably not far distant,
when Moravia, like her sister laud Bohemia, will awaken
and shake off her self appointed masters.
*

*
*

Prince Alfred Windischgratz, the new prime minister of
Austria and the successor of Taaffe, is a scion of a very
old and noble family. The name is a compound of Windiscli or Vendisli, as the early Slavonians were sometimes
called, and Groetz, or Hradec, the name of a town in the
province of Styria.
The earliest known ancestor came
from Gratz, (known sometime as Vendisli Gratz) and
hence the name Windischgratz.
Emperor Francis made
in 1822. all the male members of the Windischgratz family
princes, and to-day they hold vast estates in Bohemia,
Lower Austria and Styria. One of the Windischgratz, the
grandfather of the present premier, caused the bombard
ment of Prague, during the revolutionary days of 1849 and
on that account the name is not very popular with our
people.
In one respect premier Windischgratz is nearer
to Bohemians than Taaffe himself was. Descended on his
mother's side from the most ancient Bohemian family, the
Lobkovic, he speaks the native language and is well post
ed on the needs of Bohemia.
This, of course, is no
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guarantee of his friendship toward us.
Neither do we
know what course he will pursue in reference to Bohemian
home rule. True, in his speeches delivered about 10 years
ago in the land diet, he came out strongly in its favor.
On October 14, 1884, he thus rebuked the German party
in the land diet:
"Your prime object, gentlemen, is to
divide the Bohemian kingdom.
But, let me assure you,
gentlemen, that if you persist in this course, you will en
counter in us your most bitter and irreconcilable oppon
ents. You will find out that we will avail ourselves of every
constitutional means at hand to frustrate this scheme for
ever!" Statesmen like Windischgratz sometimes change
their sentiments with the rapidity of the fortune that brings
them to power, and we dare not hope that premier Win
dischgratz would in 1893 hold the same views in reference
to Bohemian home rule as did the deputy Windischgratz
in 1884. Already Austrian official papers disclaim that the
successor of Taaffe is a federalist. "Prince Alfred Win
dischgratz,'' explains the Vaterland, the organ of the Bo
hemian nobility, "is, before all, an Austrian. The conserva
tives," continues that admirable journal, "esteem him
highly because he is a member of their party from convic
tion and a strict Catholic.
The Poles esteem him, be
cause his known justice and respect for the opinion of
others was never in conllict with their ideas cf self-gov
ernment.
The liberals have confidence in him, because,
while defending the interests of conservatism, he yet never
opposed the further development of our present institu
tions. For these reasons the prince, above everyone else,
is fit to guide the new government, which will find sup.
port in the coalition of these three great parties." Won
derful, incredible fitness!
We doubt whether the world
ever saw a statesman, who could combine and please at
the same time the clericals and free masons, friends of
home rule and centralists, liberals and conservatives!
THE NEWCARINET.

Prince Alfred Windischgratz, Taaffe's successor, re
ceived a letter from the emperor, dated November 11th
1893, confirming the new ministry, as suggested by the
premier.
The ministry is as follows:
Count Julian Fulkenhayn,
minister of agriculture, re-appointed.
Field - marshal Count Zeno Welsersheim, minister of
national defense, re-appointed.
Marquis Olivier Bacquehem, minister of interior re-ap
pointed.
Count Frederick Schoenborn, minister of justice, re-ap
pointed.
Count Gundaker Wurmbrundt, privy councilor and
former land captain of the duchy of Styria, minister of
commerce.
Stanislas de Madeyski, former vice-president of the
Reichsrath, minister of public instruction.
Ernest de Plener, legation ex-councilor, minister of
finances.
Appolinaris de Juworski, minister for Galicia.
The new ministry is a coalition of three parties: the
Poles, conservative Germans and the nobility. Its strength
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pal bodies was suspended, and the equality of the German
and Chekh languages in Bohemia ceased; at the same time
the police acted most harshly and interfered with the
power of the ordinary courts. Thus, in 1851, Charles Havlicek, who was accused of having attacked the government
in some satirical writings, was confined in Brixen in Tyrol
by order of the ministry after he had been acquitted by the
jury. The liberty of the press so far as concerned politi
cal matters, was completely at an end, and not a single
newspaper was allowed to be published in Chekh- The
Austrian government was solely occupied with securing
Austrian influence in Germany, and hoped to please the
Germans by maintaining the supremacy of the German
party over all the other races in the empire. It seemed at
first as if the national movement in Bohemia, which had
begun in the years previous to 1848, would be arrested by
all this oppression. It did produce a kind of pause, but
very soon the spirit of the people recovered its spring, es
pecially among the rural classes. Freed from their old
state of subjection, they began to make rapid progress,
both moral and economical." If Bohemia, perhaps with
Tyrol, the most patriotic of all the Austrian states —was
treated in this fashion, it is easy to understand what was
the condition of the Italian possessions and of Galicia.
When the government had once entered on its career of
ALEXANDER BACH GOES TO HIS REWARD.
absolute rule, it believed that its own power could only
A cable dispatch from Vienna announces the death of
be increased by adding to it that of the church, for it
Alexander Bach, a former minister of Austria. Bach was seemed as if the people and the bishops were its natural
born in 1813 and for almost quarter of a century lived
allies. At a meeting held in Vienna in 1849, the Austrian
in Vienna in retirement. His death, we venture to say,
prelates had entered an energetic protest against all na
will be mourned by no one in Austria, not even by the
tional movements. They declared that "they were a
emperor who gave a final blow to his popularity by making remnant of Paganism; that difference of language was the
him a baron upon his retirement. Despised by the gener consequence of sin and the fall of man." The govern
ation with which he had grown up, and whose liberal ment decided that every effort should be made to get rid
principles he had once espoused; forgotten by the new
of the last trace of "Josepliism" (free thought), and after
generation, owing to his long retirement, or more cor long negotiations concluded a concordat with the Holy See
rectly, disgrace, Bach dies an ignominious death.
in 1855. This coucordat declared Roman Catholic wor
To Bohemians his name will forever be a .synonym of, ship privileged, and authorized the publication of all pon
abhorrence.
tifical documents without the control of the civil power;
Bach was a Viennese advocate, who had been formerly
It placed both public and private education under the sup
remarkable for his stormy radicalism, but as soon as he reme control of the bishops, and the state undertook not
attained power after the death of Prince Felix Schwarzen- to allow the circulation of any books censured by them.
berg, in 1853, he became a strong advocate of absolutism
It invested them with the power of inflicting punishment,
and a reactionary policy, and of all the gains of the revo as, for instance, of imprisoning refractory priests, and un
lution of 1848 he only preserved the laws concerning the dertook to assist them in carrying out such punishments.
condition of the peasants and those which proclaimed the These examples are enough to show the spirit which ani
equality of persons and estates in the eyes of the law. mated the clerical policy. Strangers who visited Austria
The delusive constitution of the 4tli of March was sup during the time which followed on the conclusion of the
pressed by letters patent; the various provinces of the em celebrated agreement were struck with the intellectual
pire were divided into circles, whose heads were nominated
torpor of the country. Added to all this, there was great
by the central government, and the power of diets was re misery throughout the land, as the events of 1848 49, had
duced to a minimum. A centralizing bureaucracy became exhausted the treasury. By the end of 1850 the govern
the willing instrument of a pitiless Germanizing policy
ment owed the bank of Vienna the sum of 231 millions
which weighed equally heavily on the Hungarians who had
of florins, by 1851, 371 millions. Loans were raised year
wished to dismember the empire, and on the Slavs who after year.
The deceitful policy of Austria during the Crimean
had maintained its integrity.
When Bach, after the death of Scliwarzenberg acquired
war and finally the disasters of the Italian campaign, in
a free hand, "trial by jury" says Tomek, "and the right to 1859, were the cause, of Bach's downfall. In 1860 a par
public trial were both suppressed. The election of munici liament was convoked and the emperor declared that the

in the parliament, which numbers 353 members all told,
will be over 200.
Considering all, there never was a more illiberal and
clerical ministry in Austria than this. It represents five
of the eight millions of Germans who live in Austria; three
millions of Poles from Galicia and a few hundred nobles.
That is all.
Under these circumstances the coalition ministry can
only remain in power by preventing the majority from
getting its rights, the principal of which is the right of
suffrage. Notwithstanding the fact that two Poles sit in
the cabinet, the ministry is more anti-Slavonic in its
character than Taaffe's ministry had been,
IIow long will this ministerial mollusk live?
Some
newspapers pi edict that it cannot live longer than three
months. At any rate, no one, not even the official press,
seems to be pleased with it.
Already a counter-coalition is forming,with the Bohemian
club as a nucleus. It is to consist of Bohemians, Morav
ians, South Slavonians and Ruthenians from Galicia.
"it is the duty of those people who have been ignored
by the coalition," remarks a newspaper, "to unite and,
united fight so long, till victory perches ou the banners of
a party, whose motto is, 'equal right and justice.' "
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The N umber of S lavonians, as C omputed b y V arious A uthors, a t V arious T imes.
BRANCHES OF
SLAVONIANS

In 1845

In 1849

Pietraszewski

Safarik

In 1862

In 1875

based on

based on

Kolb

Kasprowicz

Census of 1830

Census of 1843

BudiloviC

Later Census

A

South-Eastern B ranch.
Great Russians
Little
" (Ruthenes)
White
"
Bulgarians
Servo-Croats
Slovenes

35,000,000 35,314,600 33,000,000 39,000,000 40,319,602 40,319,602
12,000,000 13,144,000 13,952,480 8,000,000 17,391,388 16,968,288
2,726,000 3,600,000 5,000,000 3,488,600 3,488,600
2,000,000 3,587,000 4,564,000
5,123,952 5,123,952
5,000,000 6,095,000 5,515,200 |9,800,000 5,940,539 5,982,539
1,000,000 1,151,000 1,213,200 1,600,000 1,287,000 1,287,000

B

North-Western Branch.
Poles
8,200,000
Bohemian -Moravians. . 6,600,000
Slovaks
incl. w Boh

9,385,000 11,250,580 12,575,500 9,603,578 12,768,000
4,414,000 4,425,060 5,350,000 4,815,154 4,851,154
2,753,000 1,762,452 1,500,000 2,223,'820 2,223,820
98,000
126,428
130,000
96,000
Lusatian Serbs \ j^Pl'61
200,000
150,000
( L ower
44,000
32,581
35,000
40,000
Total
70,000,000 78,691,000 79,441,981 82,635,500 90,329,633 93,177,955

Number of Slavonians, as Divided b y Language and Country, B ased on Late Enumerations.
FORMER TURKEY
BRANCHES OF SLAVONIANS
.
oi
is

>>
>3
c3
bo

^3fl 2V
>» Sh
S3 3

ms- oa

Vi a
3 3

< X

»x

=

EH PPK

SOUTH-EASTERN BRANCH
Great Russians

40,248,406

Little

"

(Ruthenes)

White

"

3,488,600

Bulgarians

97,032

Servo-Croatians

50,000

20,000

40,319.602

1,196

14,168,288 2,800,000

7,652

Slovenes (Carinthians)

16,968,288
3,488,600-

26,9201,£00,000 573,000
2,959,887

2,027,000

5,123,952

500,000

1,150.000 550,000 1,150,000 165,000

5,982,539

1,260,000

27,000

1,287,000

B
NORTH-WESTERN BRANCH.
Poles

6,700,000 3,238,000

Bohemian-Moravians
Slovaks

4,783,213

10,000

2.820,000

12,768,000

60,187

4,851,154
2,223,820

2,223,820
( Upper.

78,000

( L ower.

35,000

Lusatian Serbs

Total.

7,754

64,717,732 17,291,840 1.900.000 573,0001,150,000 2 637,000 1,150 000 165,000 520,000 2,994,383
I
'

52,000

130,000
a5,000

52,000

27 000

93,177,955
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old centralistic policy would be abandoned and that no
loans would be contracted in tlie future without the sane
tion of the legislative.
The people detested Bach and his system so much that
they wished Austria would be defeated in the Italian war.
"If we are beaten," the Bohemian peasants are reported
as saying, " we shall get a constitution, if we beat we
shall have the inquisition."
It has been computed that during the twelve years of
Bach's administration direct taxes have
increased
148 per cent and indirect taxes 120 per cent. And although
in his time 800 millions have been levied in various taxes
in excess of the decade preceding, notwithstanding that
the crown sold about 100 millions worth of landed property
(mostly in Bohemia and Moravia), a debt of 1300 millions
was contracted.
Absolutist of the worst type at heart, Bach used every
means to deceive the people. In the beginning of his ad
ministration, and before his tyrannical nature became gen
erally known, he tried to make the public believe, that he
was still true to his democratic principles.
Charles
Havlicek was the first journalist who exposed his double
dealing. In his journal the "Slovan" he characterized
him thus: "Bach speaks liberally and his instructions to
officials are a very pleasant reading; but his actions are
different." Soon Bach perceived in Charles Havlicek his
most dangerous enemy and unable to silence him with
bribery, he transported him to Tyrol.
There despondency and worry at last broke the indomi
table spirit of the noted publicist.
For the premature
death of Havlicek, Alexander Bach alone is to be blamed
ELECTORAL LAW IN AUSTRIA.

Representative dr. Slavlk held an interesting speech on
October 23, in the Austrian parliament, wherein he ex
posed the shocking rottenness of the electoral law pre
vailing in that empireThe law divides those electors who are entitled to vote
for representatives to parliament, in four sections, namely
the large estates, chambers of commerce, city electoral
groups, country electoral groups.
Why was such a division made?
Was it in consequence of taxes these respective sections
are paying?
Let us see.
The kingdom of Bohemia contributes in
direct taxes to the government treasury 27.5 million
florins yearly.
Of this amount the large estates pay 4.2 million florins;
the city people 10.6 million florins;
the country people
12-7 million florins.
As the large estates elect 23 repre
sentatives, the cities 32 and the country 30, hence, one
representative of the large estates represents 182,000 flor
ins direct taxes; one city representative 322,000 florins and
one country representative 410,000 florins.
Is this because a florin in the hands of the city or coun
try taxpayer has half the value of the florin of the large
estate owner?
The disproportion between the number of voters and
those to be elected in the kingdom of Bohemia is remark
able.

Forty-five holders of fidei
commissa (estates held in
trust) vote five deputies to the land diet, so that one
deputy is elected by nine electors.
Four hundred and nine owners of large estates (which
are not held in trust) elect 18 deputies, so that there is
one deputy to every 23 electors.
One hundred and eighty six councilors of chambers of
commerce elect seven deputies, so that there are 27 e lec
tors to every deputy.
Ninety-two thousand eight hundred and forty-one city
electors elect 32 deputies, so that there are 2,900 electors
to every deputy.
Two hundred and sixty-three thousand, four hundred
and sixty electors from country places elect 30 deputies,
so that there are 8,790 electors to every deputy.
Besides this we have in the kingdom of Bohemia more
then one million of qualified voters, who do not vote for
deputies.
Why this inequality?
Why should nine holders of fidei
commissa have as
much right as 23 holders of large estates which are not
fidei commissa?
Why do 23 owners of large estates have the same right
as 27 c ommercial councilors, as 2,900 city electors, as 8,790
country electors, and why should they have any more
right than 1,200,000 legally qualified citizens of this coun"
try who are disfranchised?
* * *

When, for instance, Mr. Leopold Pollak buys the estate
of Stetkovice, he acquires, by his act, as much right as
100 city electors or 400 country electors; he has as many
political rights as all the people of the neighboring town of
Sedlcany possess together.
* * *

The united left (German party) in parliament numbers
altogether 112 members, but our party (Bohemian liberal)
only 39 membersLet us see how many electors there are in those dis
tricts that elect these 112 members of the united left party
and let us compare them with the number of electors that
seat us here?
Is this ratio anything like proportionate?
No, that would be allowing too much justice in Austria.
The districts which have sent to parliament these 112
deputies of the united left number 270,000 electors and the
districts which sent us 39 have over 230,000 electors.
Why is this representation so shamefully inequal? The
answer is simple: because the idea is to give to the united
left (German) three times the power than it should have
and would have, if the representation were just and
equal.
* * *

A large number of cities in Bohemia are excluded from
the "city groups" and classed among the country districts
for the sole reason that their population is Bohemian.
In the territory which is settled by Bohemians and
which measures about 590 square miles, we find, exclusive
of the capital city and its suburbs, only 13 city electoral
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districts, while in the territory inhabited by Germans and
measuring 310 square miles, we find 15 city electoral dis
tricts.
The same discrimination as in Bohemia is noticeable in
other provinces of the empire whose people are either
partially or wholly Slavonian.
Thus the city of Celovec (Klagenfurt) with a population
of 19,799 elects one deputy «lone, while Gorice, which has
21,825 people elects one deputy in conjunction with 120
other towns.
In the province of Salzburg, where there are but 10
other towns having a population of over 2,000, besides the
capital, Salzburg, the city groups elect two deputies. Gor
ice and Gradiska (both Slavic) have over 29 towns whose
population ranges from 2,000 upward, yet they have no
more than one electoral city district.
This disproportion
becomes striking when we consider that the total popula
tion of Gorice and Gradiska is 219,996 and that of Salzburg
only 173,572.
But, what shall we say of the kingdom of Bohemia?
That country is at least as thickly settled as either Salz"
burg, Carinthia or Upper Austria, (all with a large Ger
man population)the people of the kingdom of Bohemia are
at least as intelligent, the commerce and industry at least
as flourishing
as in those provinces, yet he would be
grievously mistaken who would suppose that Bohemia has
anything like a proportionate representation with them.
If it is true that Salzburg has 173,510 population and
two electoral city districts, Carinthia 361,000 people and
four city districts, Upper Austria 785,000 people and seven
city districts, then Bohemia, with a population of 5,843,000,
should have 66 c ity districts instead of the 39 which she
now has.
And these city districts of which Bohemia is deprived
by the present electoral law, would by right attach to the
territory which is inhabited by the Bohemian people.
* * *

The intent of the present electoral law is to subject
everywhere Bohemian population to the German.
In
places where this could not be done openly, a large num
ber of towns with Bohemian majorities have been an
nexed to German electoral districts and thus lust to the
national party.
"It is not my intention," said dr. Slavik, "to enumer
ate Bohemian
minorities showing in some
in
stances, as many as 40 per cent, of people which are,
nevertheless, annexed to German electoral districts, such
as Krdlov^ Dvur (Koniginhof) having 16,079 Germans and
12,035 Bohemians, Police having 14,422 Germans and 10,000 Bohemians, etc.
I shall proceed to enumerate cities
and districts, having decided Bohemian majorities, which
are, nevertheless, included in German electoral districtsSuch is the case with the following districts: Beld, 9,523
Bohemians, 2,914 Germans: 6esky Dub, 14,026 Bohemians,
2,131, Germans; Litomysl 28,548, B., 15,032, G.; Policka, 18,972 B.; 9,535 G ; Jin. Hradec 20,130 B., 10,065 G.; Krumlov
12,329 B., 9,304 G.; Prachatice, 10,461 B , 7,613 G.; Susice
17,117, B., 2,802 G.; Horsuv Tyn 8,709 B., 7,721 G-; Domazlice 11,677 B., 5,803 G ; Novd Kdyn 17,929 B., 3,150 G.;
Manetin 9,161 B., 6,710 G.; City of Police 2,573 B.; 8 G«

ILLITERATES AND PAUPERS WILL RULE OVER
BOHEMIANS.

Dennice Novovelcu, Cleveland, O.
Galicia is governed by Polish nobility which constitutes
a small part of the population.
This population is di
vided into Polanders inhabiting the western, and Russians
settled in the eastern portion of Galicia.
The eastern
part of the country is more fertile than the western, but
both parts are in such a neglected state that they yield no
revenue to Austria. On the contrary, the government has
to pay dearly for the privilege of calling it its own; which
deficits, rich, but tax-ridden Bohemia has to pay. Thus it
comes that Bohemians contribute toward the support ol
Galicia, which is being governed by the Poles; in other
words, Bohemians have to support Poles.
Besides being the poorest, the population of that coun
try is also the most illiterate, in as much as three-fourths
of the people can neither read nor write.
Proceeding
from the theory that ignorance can least resist oppression
and abuse, the nobility, the church and the Jews are not
particularly concerned about the deplorable condition of
the people.
Nowhere in Austria are common schools so
scarce as in Galicia.
In view of these facts, the latest political change of
front in Austria is very painful and humiliating.
The Poles have secured three seats (according to the
latest dispatches they get only two seats) in the newly
organized ministry, one of them being the ministry of
education. The representatives ot a country, whose peo
ple belong to the most ignorant in central and western
Europe, will in future manage the schools and all the
educational institutions of Cisleithania vwestern Austria),
including those of Bohemia whose people again belong to
the most enlightened in the empire.
Three millions of illiterate and degraded Poles have
three times the power of six millions of enlightened and
prosperous Bohemian-Slavonians.
Blow long will this unnatural state of things continue.'1
How long will the Bohemians be able to control their an
ger in the face of such a contemptible affront as this.''
Time alone will show.
There is no use denying the fact that the Austrian Poles
—men from Galicia—are our political enemies. They
were leagued against us under Taaffe and they have
promised to oppose us under Windischgratz.
What has caused this breach between Poles and Bo
hemians? What has estranged, politically, these two
powerful branches of the Slavonic stock, so closely allied
to each other by language and history and menaced by a
common enemy? Was it a whim or some profound reason
of state?
1. There is an old-time saying, both in Poland
and Bohemia, that, we think, explains the situation re
markably well.
The saying we have reference to is "Co
6ech to hetman, co Polak to piln," modernized—"Every
Bohemian is a democrat and every Pole is an aristocrat.
In other words, Bohemia sends to Vienna too many repre
sentatives of the people and Galicia too many representa
tives of the aristocracy to make the friendship a lasting
one between the two.
2. The second reason of the breach lies in the wellknown Russian-Polish controversy. All Poles hate Russia
more or less, because she persecutes them, and they dis
trust everyone who does not think exactly the same way as
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they do.
Bohemians always tried to be neutral in this
quarrel and as a result, the Po'es doubt the sincerity of
their friendship.
"If I am to be exiled,'' said once a
Russian Pole, "I would rather be sent to the Rhine than
to Siberia."
This probably expresses the sentiments of
the majority of Russian Poles.
"The son of one of my friends," relates Bigelow, the
well-known American writer, "was dismissed from a
high school because he had been overheard speaking his
own language, Polish, during the play hours.
This was
tantamount to an order of banishment, for no other War
saw school would admit him, and the father had therefore
to send him abroad for an education.
"No shop in Warsaw can do without one Russian clerk
on penalty of police prosecution. A certain Polish noble
man boxed the ears of a Russian official who dared to in
sult his wife, and in consequence was threatened not only
with Siberia, but the confiscation of his estates.
"No Pole can get employment in his own country in
any career, directly or indirectly, depending 011 govern
ment favor; that means, that as an engineer, a physician,
a lawyer, and more particularly as a candidate for the
army or the civil service, he is a hopeless man, unless he
is prepared to adopt the Greek religion and foreswear his
nationality."
Many incredible things might be related of the arro
gance of the Russian censor in Poland. For example, the
word "nation" must not be used; it suggests Poland.
"King" is objectionable, as well as "kingdom," for both
are in contrast to the czar and his empire. "Indepen
dence" is of course insulting to the government, so are
"freedom," "liberty," "constitution," "parliament." An
editor sought to publish an article by an art critic, in
which it was necessary to describe the decoration of a
room as "style empire."
This word "empire," even in
this connection was considered treasonable, the censor
crossed out the word "empire" and substituted "Russe"
in its place, explaining that, as there was but one empire
and its name was Russia, why use an expression which
might be misunderstood by the vulgar?
Recently, at a theater, a Polish singer rendered a song
in French that gave so much pleasure as to produce an
encore.
He then sang a little Polish ballad, one by the
way which had been passed by the censor; but, because
he had not obtained special permission to 3ing this par
ticular ballad as an encore on this particular occasion, he
was fined fifteen
hundred roubles (8750)3. Bohemians are not particularly liked in Galicia.
During Bach's administration, that country was overrun
by renegade officials from Bohemia, who proved a verit
able scourge to the inhabitants, oppressing them more
cruelly than the most inveterate enemies of Slavonians.
The Galician Poles thus came to know these Bohemian
outcasts and from them formed their opinion of the
whole nation. True, there were a few reprt sentatives of the
race in Galicia like Dr Kvet, late professor of Bohemian
language and literature in the university of Cracow, Jablonsky, the poet, and several others. But these latter
were in a minority.
When the Bulgarians were re-orga

nizing their schools the "Novoje Vremja" of St. Peters
burg warned the Bulgarians before Bohemian teachers. It
characterized them as wolves clothed in sheepskin. The
university of Agram (Zagreb) has a number of Bohemians
on its roster of professors. Most of these are unpopular.
A certain countryman of ours in Laibach (Lublanje, Carniola) who is president of a local high school, is known by
the native Slovenes as an efficient Germanizer. Further
down south, in Croatia, another Bohemian professor enjoys
the reputation of a sturdy bureaucrat.
4. The Bohemians, particularly the better classes are
permeated with the modern ideas of agnosticism. Even
the masses are luke warm in religious matters and they
have never forgotten that they were once Protestants.
The Poles, on the contray, are devoutly attached to the
mother church.
These are some of the reasons why Poles and Bohemians
do not pull together in the Viennese parliament.
SLAV OR SAXON?

Some years ago a little book issued from the pen of
Mr. Wm. D. Foulkeof Indiana, which at that time created
a great deal of comment.
Prejudicial to hostility, the
author of the work is convinced, nevertheless, that the
Slavic people possess some excellent qualities, which,
properly developed and employed would make the out
come of the approaching struggle between the Slav and
Saxon very doubtful. According to Mr. Foulke the future
belongs J to these three people alone: the Americans, the
English and the Russians.
All these three have this
common advantage: they have unlimited facilities of
growth.
They can extend their dominion by either con
quest or peaceful colonization into parts of the world
where it will not be limited by the jealousy and balanceof-power and siatemanship of neighboring people.
Spain is a land of memory not of hope.
There every
thing reminds us of past greatness and present weakness.
France, there is a reason to believe, has seen its best
days- The French people of to-day are physically inferior
to their ancestors.
The wars of Napoleon made terrible
ravages with their best types of manhood, while the pre
valent licentiousness which is ingrained in their literature
as well as in their lives, gives us reason to fear that the
French race is not growing.
Italy, like Germany and France, is limited by natura
boundaries, both of territory and race.
Austria's power 'hangs upon a slenderer thread than
that of any other nation in the world.
The Austrian
dynasty is the oldest in Europe; and the "nation," if na
tion it can be called, betrays, most plainly of all, the
weakness of old age.
Germany, of late, has made great strides toward power
and leadership in Europe.
The patience and high intel
lectual attainments of the German people, the admirable
organization of the German army, places it for the mo
ment at the head of European nations.
But Germany
has not yet shown any ability to leap across ethnological
barriers.
The only three great people that have a future beforethem are, as already stated, the Americans, the English,
and the RussiansThe great struggle between the Slav and the Saxon is
not very far away.
Its coming is already faintly visible.
We see nothing now but a cloud the size of a man's hand,
but the air is pregnant with a storm which will darken
the whole sky. There may be a dozen conflicts, followed
by a dozen reconciliations; they would mean little except
for the vast powers looming up behind,
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Herbert Spencer says that the earliest civilization be
gan in warm countries, where men did not have to wrestle
with the elements. Russia has this drawback, that it is a
cold country; but she has one compensation for it. She
has produced a race hardy, patient and energetic; the
only civilized beings who can endure the rigors of its
dreadful winters.
The perseverance of Russian colonists
and soldiers in overcoming obstacles which would be insur
mountable to others, has long been recognized by the
world.
Russia's great extent of territory, the sternness of her
climate, and the absence of large centres of population,
make a lasting conquest of the country impossible. Rus
sia can be invaded, many of the towns destroyed, and
perhaps, even its capital taken; but the# patience of a
people who are willing to sacrifice their homes, at the
command of their emperor, to submit and to suffer as
long as it may be necessary, and who alone are able to en
dure the rigors of a Russian winter, is sufficient to secure
the ultimate annihilation of any army which attempts the
conquest of Russia.
There are to-day some eighty different races of men
subject to the czar; races that speak every possible langu
age; races that come from every parent stock; races of
every religion—Budhists, Lamaists, Jews, Protestants,
Greeks, Catholics, Mohammedans, and Pagans of many
varieties; peoples that follow every pursuit in life, savages
and nomads, as well as pastoral, agricultural, and indus
trial communities.
But, with all its diverse races, Russia is by no means
an incoherent mass, a sort of political conglomerate of
peoples.
ft resembles rather Prance than Turkey or
Austria in the matter of national unity.
The qualities of the Russian peasant fit him admirably
for this great work of the absorption of other races whose
civilization is of a lower type than his own.
He is goodnatured, long suffering, conciliatory, capable of bearing ex
treme hardships, and endowed with a marvelous power of
adapting himself to circumstances
Arrogance and the
assumption of personal or national superiority are wholly
foreign to him.
He occupies a few acres, tills his land
in peace, mingles with the natives in the friendliest way
and the two races soon blend together and become one
community, and finally one people.
Vamb^ry, the Hungarian traveler, says that there has
been no standstill in the Russian state from its infancy to
this day.
In new colonies there first
appears on the
stage the merchant and the Cossack; they are followed by
the pop, with his superstition and worship of images, and
the rear is brought up by vodka and tbe chinovniks with
their train of Russian peculiarities, and they all manage
very soon, with due regard to local circumstances, to in
sinuate themselves into the good graces of the natives, an
achievement which seldom meets with any resistance,
owing to the prevailing Asiatic characteristics of Russian
society.
In due course of time, the natives, continually
imposed on in their dealings with the crafty Russian mer
chant, fall victims of pauperism; the holy-water sprinkle
and tbe brandy-flask inaugurate the process of denational
ization, a process which is hastened by the cleverly in
serted wedges of Cossack colonies and half a century of
Russian reign has proved sufficient to turn Ural-Altaians
of the purest Asiatic stock into Aryan Russians. The
physical characteristics alone survive for a while, like the
ruins of the former ethnical structure; but even these last
mementoes become obliterated by the crossing of races
which results from inter-marriage, and we meet to-day
genuine Russians in countries where in the last century
no traces of them could have been found.
Wallace, during, his wanderings in tbe Northern prov
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inces, has found villages in every state of Rus-ufication.
In one, everything seemed thoroughly Finnish: the inhabi
tants had a reddish-olive skin, very high cheek-bones, ob
liquely set eyes, and peculiar costume; none of the women
and very few of the men could understand Russian,
and Russians who visited the place were regarded as
foreigners. In a second there were already some Russ an
inhabitants; the others had lost some of their pure Fin
nish type, many of the men had discarded the old cos
tume and spoke Russian fluently,
and a Russian visitor
was no longer shunned. In a third the Finnish type was
still further weakened; all the men spoke Russian and
nearly all the women understood it; the old male costumehad
entirely disappeared and the old female costume was rapidly
following it; and inter-marriage with the Russian popula
tion was 110 lo nger rare. In a fourth, inter-marriage had
almost completely done its work, and the old Finnish ele
ment could be detected merely in certain peculiarities of
physiognomy and accent.
Sociology has shown that compound races, where the
elements composing them are not too incongruous for ad
mixture, are the best races.
The Russians seem to have
the faculty of absorbing greater varieties of the human
species than the Saxons.
No differences of race, langu
age or color seems to stand in their way.
The very
names of aborigines become changed as soon as the heel
of Russian conquest has trodden over the land.
Statistics are accessible for only a short time back, but
from them we learn that the population of Russia doubles
in somewhat less than sixty years
This is slower than
the growth of the United States, which is aided by a large
influx of foreign immigrants. There is comparatively
little immigration into Russia; the growth is internal.
When industrial conditions change, immigration to
America will cease. But in Russia we have the assurance
of a constant increase in population.
The Russian army is to day the largest in the world.
M. Cucheval Clarigny thus describes the Russian soldier:
"Docile, as well as brave, easily contented, supporting
without complaint all fatigues and privations, and ready
for everything;' the Russian soldier constructs roads, clears
canals, and re-establishes the ancient aqueducts. He
makes the bricks with which he builds the furts and the
barracks which he inhabits; he fabricates his own cart
ridges and projectiles; he is a mason, a metal-founder, or
a carpenter, according to the need of the hour, and the day
after he is dismissed he contente lly follows the plow "
With such instruments at its disposal, the Russian
power will never give way. A few years will suffice to
render final the conquest of any land on which it has set
its foot.
When we consider the probable growth of the Russian
empire in the future by the light of what it has already
done, we find enough to appal, the imagination. Absorb
ing one province after another in Europe, Russia finally
crossed the Urals to Siberia. Then began the struggle
with Sweden for the provinces upon the Baltic Then the
Cossacks of South Russia were subdued and vast tracts of
land were wrested from the Turks. Then came the strug
gle with Poland, resulting in the three partitions of that
unhappy kingdom. Then followed the seizure of the
whole Finland, formerly a part of the Swedish monarchy.
Then the Caucassus fell, and new acquisitions were made
from Persia and Turkey. Then the country of Arnoor was
wrested from China and Saghalien won by shrewd diplo
macy from Japan and lastly the net work of Russian con
quest enveloped the plains of Turkestan. From this point
it is spreading to Afghanistan, Mongolia and Thibet.
Now Russia is standing before the gates to India. Let
India fall, Russia is assured the domination of the conti
nent
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RAVAGES OF THE THIRTY YEARS' WAR.

The greatest difference between the armies of the
Thirty Year's War and those of a latter day is
found in the fact that soldiers then took their wives
and children with them. Even in the very beginning of
the war the numbir of women which followed the regiment
was nearly equal to that of the men which it contained.
It was reported of a newly enlisted regiment in 1620 that
it marched with 3,000 men strong from its place of
muster, and was followed by 2,000 women.
The colonel
was unwilling to allow this, and directed the ferrymen,
when they were to cross the river, not to allow the women
to pass. But there was raised such a fearful wail on both
sides of the stream, the women crying for their husbands,
and these demanding their wives, who had their shirts,
shoes, and other articles that the colonel was finally com
pelled to abandon his purpose.
At a later day the num
ber of the camp followers was increased beyond all be
lief by the multiplication of children, so that in the last
years of the war the number in the camp must be placed
at three and four times that of the combatants, as
appears in an example taken from the history of the war.
The wives of the soldiers washed, cooked and performed
in general all kinds of service for their husbands, dragged
along in the march their children, and all those utensils
which could not be taken upon the baggage wagons and
took part in plundering the peasants and burghers by the
way. Iti this respect the most shameful act of violence
were committed; no chest or box was safe from them,
and, when they passed from one quarter to another they
forced those whom they plundered to deliver up their
horses, for the transportation of their plunder. No cun
ning of the peasants or burghers could conceal their sav
ings from the keen scent of the soldiers.
All that was
not in quite inaccessible or perfectly concealed places fell
into their hands, so that the robbed often thought that
nothing short of witchcraft could have betrayed the place
of concealment.
Such were the atrocities committed
upon their victims by these robbers, that the old chron
iclers have produced nothing more frightful even in re
gard to the Huns, Avars, and MongolsThey would un
screw* the flint of a pistol and screw up the thumb of the
unfortunate in the place; they would skin the bottom of
the foot, sprinkle salt in the fresh wound, and then make
a goat lick the salt off; they would pass a horse hair
through the tongue and draw it slowly up and down; they
would run about the forehead a knotted rope, and draw it
constantly tighter with a lever.
If an oven was at hand,
they would force their victim into it, kindle a fire in the
front of it, and compell him to creep out through this fire.
They often bored holes in the kneepans of those whom
they could torment, or poured disgusting fluids
down
their throats. To these thousandfold torments were ad
ded, in the case of matrons and maids, the basest cutrages. No woman was secure against the beastly violence
of the soldier, and nothing but flight or defence could in
some instances save tliemWhen the robbers had, by
torture compelled the surrender of hidden treasure, when
their lust of plunder was satisfied and their inhuman des
ires quited, they completed the proof of their vandalism by
destroying that which they could not carry off.
There grew up, during the war, a fierce hatred between
the peasants and the soldiers, which led to frequent mur
ders and manslaughters.
Still more destructive than with peasantry was the
war upon some of the cities, and that too even before the
forced contributions had assailed their property.
This
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came by the deterioration of the coinage which gradually
grew up during the Thirty Year's War. After the coinage
of light weight which took place under Frederick's reign
in Bohemia, this example was followed in a larger meas
ure by the emperor, and by the clique to whom he had
committed the coinage. The German princes resorted to
like devices, and the unhappy issue of these undermined
the general thrift. When the war was raging everywhere
in Germany, the wealth of the cities was ever an object
of the soldiers' most fervid longing.
The poorly fortified
cities had to submit to be completely plundered by con
tributions; those better fortified had to sustain repeated
sieges, the results of which were often adverse, and they
were threatened with the fate of Magdeburg.
The relation of the soldiers to their wives varied in
strength and cordiality according to the persons; in gen
eral they were rude alliances, which accident formed and
dissolved. If a soldier was dissatisfied with his wife and
justly charged her with a crime, he might surrender her to
the loose followers of the camp, who, in the most degrad
ing way, abused her at pleasure.
In regard to the gluttonous lives of the soldiers during
the Thirty Years' War, we have evidence from thousands
of witnesses, and, if further proof were still desired, we
have it in the ordinance of Wallenstein's (Valdstyn's)
army. The longer the war continued the less frequently
would the favorable days return, and hunger and distress
were often the lot of the whole sections of the army.
In
the alleys of the camp, pale and hollow eyed faces were
met, in every tent lay the sick and the dying, and the air in
the neighborhood was made pestilential by the bodies of
the dead scarcely concealed in burial.
One of the chief
complaints which the electors raised against Wallenstein's
army was, that the Italians who had places in it every
year sent great sums from the savings of their robberies
to Italy. The common soldiers could not send their sav
ings home through the medium of the merchants, and so
we read that they preserved in their belts the gold-pieces
which they had stolen or wore upon their breasts their
gold and silver cast into plates, and then in the battle
lost these in the same way in which tliey had won them.
Ban£r at his death left perhaps a million thalers accumu
lated by this kind of robbery. Wrangel equalled him in
avarice. Count Konigsmark collected so great an amount
in gold and valuable-s, that he, who had been penniless in
the beginning, left his family a yearly income of 130,000
thalers.
When it is perceived that the armies were regularly
paid and well supplied with provisions for scarcely a third
part of the long period of the war, and that they were for
this reason thrown upon exactions, plunder, and accident
for their support; when it is considered how by their
tyranny the peasants and burghers were bereft of all
their means, how the cities and villages were laid in
ashes, or at least in desolation,—it became easy to con
ceive why a great portion of the lands were gradually de
populated.
In the front rank stands Bohemia, the popu
lation of which may have been at first about 3,000,000.
According to a census instituted in 1653, five years after
the end of the war, the number of the population had
sunk to 800,000 and half of the cities were unoccupied and
were falling into decay, and half of the soil was uutilled.
This appalling desolation was even exceeded in some
other places, especially in Central Germany.
A census
ordered ill the county of Henneburg after the war, show
ed that this district had lost 75 per cent, of its population
and 66 per cent of its dwelling houses, while the loss in
horses, cows, and goats, was 80 per cent. All other parts
sustained similar losses, and it will not be too much to
say that all Germany lost as least the half of its popula
tion and more than two thirds of its movable property.
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BY FERDINAND SCHULZ. Translated for the "Bohemian Voice" by
Clara L.
CHAPTER VI.—Continued.
It was a beautiful evening, full of moon's light and twinkling stars,
and odor of flowers,
full of peace and bliss. Louisa sat long, by the
open window, and dreamed about her bliss. Next day Gustav left
"Queer Gustav," thought Louisa to herself, sitting under the shade
trees with her mother, in the afternoon and examing the latest sam
pies of cloth for summer dresses." "He is a queer man; I should like to
know how he lived before I knew him. And looking at the thin cambric
with blue flowers, she was thinking about Gustav and his past. Until
now, she had never looked at Gustav's past, further than their wed
ding day.
This is undoubtedly the greatest mystery of a woman's thought,
for although with great pleasure she examines the life and fate of her
neighbors, if she lives with her husband partially happy, a wife never
strains her inquisitiveness beyond the altar.
Why did Louisa wish to know Gustav's past? Surely not because she
wanted to know how miserably she lived with him. Neither on account
of jealousy. Withothat question she meant no more than Gustav's na
ture. She wished to know if that coolness which her heart felt yester
day from his flattering
words, his kisses and his embrace, was the
warmest tone of his soul, of whose kindness and honesty, she had no
doubts. But Gustav's life was like an enchanted palace, to which she
had no key
She spent the whole day with her mother. In the
evening, Harvot came and entertained the ladies with various news
from town. He had not been long in Prague. From daily associations
with a few happy and witty men, artists of all kinds, married and
single, old and young, among whom Gustav had introduced him, he
came to know the greater part of wealthy and interesting parties of
Prague, in a few evenings, especially the ladies, and he soon knew all
the secrets of flaming hearts of young and old. all the love entangle
ments of persons in every way prominent and all the jokes ot the
whole city.
So Harvot began repeating some comical histories of city life and
at the end between other news added also the news of his neighbor at
home, Mr. X., who having an ill wife at Carlsbad, fell in love with a
young and pleasant teacher of his daughters.
"Well, the most stupid, can be honest!" exclaimed Louisa, full of
anger. "Poor woman," thought Harvot, "you pity others and do not
see you own misfortune
"
A servant had brought a telegram. "From Dresden," he said to
Mrs. Terpil, who turned an interrogative eye towards him, as he handed
the telegram to Louisa. "From Gustav," exclaimed Louisa, and her
cheeks flushed all over. But the happy flush of her cheeks could not
disappear so quickly as did the happiness from her heart. Folding the
message slowly, which she had opened so anxiously, she answered in a
sad tone, that Gustav would not return as soon as he had expected,
that not only his stay at Dresden would be prolonged, but that he
must visit other cities; and he asked them to send him necessary things
for a whole month."Business men have unsettled lives," said Mrs. Terpil
nodding her head. "They live as on an ocean, their wife is a widow half
the time. But it cannot be helped. No one will ever bring anything
into their house for nothing. Let us be glad that he has good businessOthers would travel and they have nothing to travel for." "I will
finish my painting by that time," said Harvot, "and my lady, can re
ceive Mr. Molan in the new dining hall." "To-day I will pack more
sadly, than yesterday," said Louisa and arose. "Mr. Harvot, we would
be very much pleased to have you spend the evening with us!" with
these words she walked into the house. "It is fortunate that you are
here Mr. Harvot," whispered Mrs. Terpil, "you will entertain her.
They are very fond of each other, and a month is a long time."
Time parsed, a week was gone. Gustav sent not a word. Louisa
had two parts of the whole day on which she fixed her whole mind
and in which her heart fluttered
in hope and deceit. In the morning
she waited for the mail hour, and in the evening she went to the station
with her mother and waited at the depot for the train. Days passed,
and no letter and no Gustav were coming. Every day she made a
fresh boquet of the prettiest flowers, and next .day carried it out of his
chamber, wilted—like her hopes and happiness. She wanted to write
herself,but receiving no letter after the first telegram,she did not know
where to direct the letter. She made a few visits among the old and
young ladies, but everywhere she was received with the greatest sur
prise and a sympathetic reproach, for not going with Mr. Molan. as he
left for such a long time. She should have taken advantage of Gus
tav's trip and gone along with him, especially since they did not go on
a wedding tour, as was customary. Believing these considerations to
be true, Louisa, with pain excused Gustav on account of the sudden
necessity of leaving and former intention of a short stay. And to
turn aside all suspicions of her having no power over him, and of his
having no considerations for her pleasures, she told these ladies, that
as soon as Gustav would return they would go together to Iscbla, and
in winter, they would live in town.

Some of them, who had heard, that at Molan's house, a noted artits
was ornamenting their dining room with his art. really began to
pity Gustav, on account of the expenditures which his young wife was
causing, and many ladies in those days visited Louisa often, for the
sake of convincing themselves, if Louisa, during Gustav's absence, did
not order pictures for all the rooms, as they really had heard some
where. And so Louisa had a few inquisitive visitors every day, who not
finding, what they really wished to see, after a short visit, walked off,
not even noticing the new dining room. But the person of the painter
did not escape observation. Suddenly a few women knew, with the
strictest exactness, that Louisa did not go with Gustav purposely, so
that she might during Gustav's absence, enjoy herself with the inter
esting young artist, and learn drawing from him. The news caused a
great excitement and offense in certain circles which had met princi
pally on its account, and it spread rapidly among the gossipers in Pra
gue. Such a piquant history greatly enlivens social life; some do not
believe it, but all repeat and augment it. Louisa, in her loneliness be
came a very interesting personality. Because she made no visits in
the last few days, and had not been at the theatre for more than a week
her conduct supplied a pleasing amount of romantic suppositions and
moral declamations. No one knew anything, but all suspected every
thing. In such times.eyes are more talkative than tongues. Eye has more
liberty than tongue; it can generally tell everything, and need never
o recall anything. Since
evening he learned from a few jolly
comrades the real life of Gustav, and Louisa's great misfortune,
Harvot always entered Molan's house with sadness and fear.
He
thought as long as he did not step over the threshold, it was clearer and
happier; from his presence, the whole house became dim and grief
spread ill over it. No one before him knew how distressing was
Louisa's fate. When he was in the house he feared that all knew it.
Work did not please him anymore, he felt close in the house, he went
to his work with the greatest displeasure. Happiness,pleasure and satis
faction, whose reflection he laid on the walls, seemed like a mockery
when he thought of that miserable life, which Louisa, in the neighbor
ing room, wrfs living. He felt as though he wished to rub everything
off and leave that miserable house
In order to close up quicker he
began his work more faithfully, and if Mrs. Terpil had not kept him in
the evening, he would have not seen Louisa. He had heard her, many
hours at a time, playing on the piano, sad, melancholy melodies. Often
the brush rested, and Harvot was hurried in deep thought. He felt as
if heheard, in the distance, the funeral songs of the young heart. Sit
ting in the evenings with Mrs. Molan and Terpil in the garden, he
liked best to talk about his travels and the lives of foreign people.
Projecting in his mind magnificent pictures of life and art, the
artist was happy, when after a long talk, he had forgotten the unrest
which weighed down upon his mind, and that for a while he had turned
Louisa's mind from the subject, which only poisoned her life
This morning he was so dejected that he could not visit Molans.
Yesterday evening, Mr. K., had inquired about Gustav's return from
Dresden. And before Harvot could answer his neighbor, a witty indi
vidual, who had just arrived from Dresden, replied:
"Mr.
Molan is celebrating his second honeymoon, and it seems that the
graceful Caroline is a successful rival of beautiful Louisa
" "Did
he take her along?" asked Mr. B—with surprise. "She followed him,"
said Mr. K., "the day before he started, he sent her a beautiful rosebud
by me
"
Harvot could not sleep all night. Agitated with anger over Gustav'a
villainy and sympathy with Louisa's life, the artist walked t he humble
room, which was supplied more with works of art than with comforts
of life, with quick, and suddenly again with fainting step. At times, he
stopped and read the letter which he wrote and intended to send to Dres
den. All the storms of his heart were pictured with the most fiery words,
but the more he thought about Gustav's faults, the less he was satisfied
with his letter. If he could only paint his thoughts!...
At the end
of his letter he announced his intentions of leaving his house. Bu
how could he leave it! How will he excuse himself to Mrs. Molan and
her mother, leaving his work undone? And, above all, should he—and
could he really leave Louisa now? Could he knowingly give away
Gustav's villainy?
But, why should he be so excited? Louisa lives
such life since their wedding day. Gustav does not sin only since
yesterday evening. Louisa does not know her miserable life, and like
many other women, probably, will never know it. Would he not de
stroy her happiness by revenging her disgrace? Revenge woman's
disgrace!
On whom? .. On her husband?
Let us confess it, to
our shame, that we cannot do it. We have not advanced to that civili
zation, where woman's honor is defended against her husband. And a
woman betrayed is a woman disgraced. Where is the defense of a
betrayed woman! A man slays the destroyer of his domestic happi
ness, but betrays his wife without a revenge! Our morals are equally
as feeble as our honesty. Thousands will look at a betrayed wife and
not one will have the courage to say to her husband— "you are a
villain!" The greatest moral heroism, which we can come up to, is,
that we secretly pity the poor wife. And even that modest witness of
humanity is a rare thing; people find amusement in the misfortunes
Of others, We protect, the honor of single women and boast of it:
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wife's honor we do not recognize. What compensation, what revenge,can
we offer for a betrayed love? There are sins which no penalties can
equal, and he who commits them, thinks, there are none for him
Buried in such thoughts, Harvot unconsciously destroyed the let
ter, which he intended to send to Gustav, and sat to the table to write
another one, more passionate and grave. Begging a husband for his
wife's sake the law allows. Just then, Mrs. Molan's servant entered
with a friendly invitation to dinner, and with the announcement of
Mr. Molan's return. Harvot. in surprise, dropped his pen, and as if he
had forgotten all, which tortured his soul since yesterday, and as if
suddenly, all was right, he sent a word that he would come.
After the servant had left, he felt his heart was beating faster and
blood rushed to his face. His plan was gone. He did not wish to see
Gustav any more. He wished that Mr. Molan had stayed away for a
while yet. Now the task was harder. On the way, he tried to cool and
clear his face and banish from his mind, all the bitter feelings which
seemed to be continually increasing. Hearing Louisa's happy voice
in the arbor, he turned towards it. Louisa beaming with joy, advanced
to meet him. "Gustav knows how to surprise, with gladness as well as
with grief," she said in her childish joy. "For the last you may scold
him, Mr. Harvot, and for the first, accept my thanks once more Gus
tav." And taking her husband's hand she pressed it to her breast.
Gustav, being seated with his back to the arbor's entrance, and
rocking himself in an easy chair—embracing his wife around the
waist with one hand, and extending his other hand toward Harvot, he
remarked in a pleasant voice: "Thank you Charley, for your care of
the house, during my absence."
Harvot could not, for the aversion in his heart, ake his hand. He
pretended not to see Gustav's hand which was extended to him in
greeting. "We were all worried more about you, than you about us,
not knowing where business had taken you, till yesterday, when I
heard from Mr. P.. you know, the young man of our evening party,
who wears a wig
that you have been spending all the time at
Dresden, but that you were so taken up with money and business af
fairs, that you had not thought of returning yet
"
Hearing the name—Mr. P—Gustav startled, as if electricity had
swept through his body, turned pale, and fixed his dim eye on Harvot.
But Harvot, who had already turned to Louisa, asked what Mr. Molan
had brought to her. "Oh, a great deal," and tapping Gustav's shoulder
with her velvety hand, and impressing a kiss on his forehead, she re
marked: "You will praise it, I know; 1 willbring it." Then, smiling, she
hurried off, with a light, graceful step into the house. Harvot looked
after her with an eye full of the deepest grief. When she disappeared
he relieved his heart with a long painful sigh, then, fixing
his manly
gaze on Gustav, and pressing his clasped hands to his heart, he ex
claimed: "Oh! man do you not pity that poor heart?" Gustav guessed
that Harvot knew all. but he did not wish to begin a long conversation.
As if unconscious of Harvot's excitement, Gustav examined with a
tired eye, the new summer suit which he had on, and asked with a
very satisfied air. "Are you talking about my wife? Who harms her?"
"Who harms her!" retorted Harvot with his decided tone, and amazed
at Gustav's indifference. "Who harms her?—your own voice condemns
you. But you are not harming her, you are murdering her. Mur
dering your wife! And why? For her love to you!"
"Childish," replied Gustav, not for a moment losing his calmness,
"for all your painting, you have forgotten to live." Saying this, Gustav
leaned across the table, looked with a satan's eye at him, and continued
in a half whisper: "Were you not fortunate among women? I should
pity you," and modulating his voice almost to sweetness, he continued:
"You saint, wait till you taste one, you will want all. You—I pity you—
living according to that disgusting philosophy, but in that case you
should have never married." "But, you are poisoning with your
black soul, such a perfect flower as your wife is." "Fanatic! see that
poisoned flower," argued Gustav, looking toward Louisa, who was re
turning, followed by a servant carrying two large bundles. "See if she
is not happier than the wife of the most honored slave of matri
mony." "Her whole happiness is in—that sh^ does not know you."
Louisa in her happy haste laid the bundles on the seats, and began
to spread their contents before Harvot,—a very costly summer costume
made according to the newest Paris' fashions.
Surely no one
in Prague has anything to be compared to this. And the hat! A
model of elegance! Louisa had already tried everything and it fits her
to the point. Harvot must photograph her in her new toilette, her
mother advised, and anxiously will expect the portrait.
"You will please set aside some day next week, my lady," said Har
vot, trying to conceal both anger and pity, "for my days in Prague
will soon close. I would like to see the art exibition in Paris this sum
mer yet." Gustav looked up with a gaze full of irony. In his heart he
was thankful that Harvot would soon be gone. Louisa would not
believe that the pictures in the dining hall could be finished so soon,
and reaching her hand to Harvot, looked pleadingly for a promise, not
to hurry his work unnecessarily. Besides, she wished to ask him for a
large picture of Gustav and herself.
Harvot, trying to quiet the storm of feelings within, when he heard
the last words from her sweet lips, bowed above Louisa's hand and
kissed it—deeply moved. "That will be a very interesting picture," he
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said, turning to Gustav, "almost too much for one painter," he added
with a noble bow to Louisa and a scornful coolness to Gustav. Both
men understood. Their eyes caught like two magnet poles. Louisa
did not notice the challenge, which on the cheeks and eyes of both
men flew with the rapidity of lightning.
"Mr. Harvot is always gallant as well as modest," Louisa remarked,
folding the cloth. "It was to please you, Gustav, that he came to us,
now ask him with me, to leave the portrait as a memento of our friend
ship. His hand can give human goodness expression so true and
pleasing! If he paints you first, Gustav, he will probably have some
paint left in his brush for me."
Harvot thought his heart would jump out; he pressed his lips and
suppressed the words already on his tongue.
"Leave all such notions Charley," said Gustav, "and remain with
us. My wife begs you to," he pleasantly concluded.
"I should like to know more to paint you, and for that reason I
will go and study
I know that a year will not make a great change,"
he said to Gustav and stepped to Louisa, to help her with folding the
cloth
"Mr. Molan should be complimented," he continued, "for he
has the taste of a lady's delicacy. Madam would have chosen nothing
more elegant and better."
"When a person constantly associates with artists, he gains, atleast, a little of their elegant taste," interrupted Gustav with a spite
ful smile at Harvot.
"Your presents convince me that the picture of your wife so live in
your memory, that you guessed what is most becoming to her beauty.''
The flaming eye of the artist met Gustav's, but the latter's gaze
winced, turning to Louisa, who, amazed at Harvot's words, took her
husband's hand, and looking up toward him, with all the joy and
strength of her love, warmly kissed it.
"Do not make me vain before others, Louisa!" said Gustav, and
embracing her, kissed her flushed cheeks and looked triumphantly at
Harvot, in whom every drop of blood was boiling.
"Women do no not like secret love-making," said Harvot, apologi
zing the pure love of the young wife, "and it is always more pleasing
to be the witness of a true matrimonial bliss, than of deceit and grief.
There is nothing more beautiful than a happy love; it pleases the heart
and yet does not awaken jealousy."
"And still it is said to be so rare," gravely replied Louisa. "Or has
some one so much of it, that there isn't enough left for others?"
"Greed never has enough of anything," said Gustav.
"And debauchery still less!" exclaimed Harvot as quick as light-'
ning. "But who is not greedy in love," he added slowly, "does not give
any."
"Then a debaucher has a great deal of merit. He supplies all,'
said Gustav with a choking laugh.
"Yes, he pleases all, but the pitiful one, who loves him," added
Harvot, more grave than before.
"All the world talks about love." exclaimed Gustav.
"Only honesty knows love!" said Harvot with an earnest emphasis,
and his clear eye, with pleasure, remained intent on Louisa, who, sit.
ting by Gustav, listened attentively to Harvot's words, scarcely notic
ing those of her husband. What Harvot had just said poured such a
strength into her heart, that she felt as if it were growing within her.
She felt as if there was an extra supply of heat, but at the same timeunrest.
All were quiet, when over the dry sand Mrs. Terpil's step was heard,
who, having settled all the necessaries at home, returned to greet Gus
tav. When he came, she had spoken only a few words to him, and not
being ready with her toilette, did not wish to enter into any long con
versation. Now she was through with all her daily cares, she could at her
ease devote her whole mind to questions and answers, which she had in
the last few hours prepared. A long questioning and talking began.
Gustav commenced with the most careful details, and explained the
various small incidents of his trip. Mrs. Terpil listened to all with the
greatest attention, all was interesting because it concerned Gustav.
Harvot seeing a great deal of improvisation in Gustav's story, and
knowing it would not soon be at an end, and not wishing to urge him
to any truth by his presence, or be in the way of his lies, excused him
self and went to work. However, he could not work. He reviewed in
his mind, the pictures which his heart helped to produce, as if he did
not know them. He lifted the brush from the floor and began to swing
it around his head, as if he was trying to banish the serious thoughts,
which filled it. Finally, seating himself by the window, he opened his
book and pondered over the solution of the problem, which life had as
signed to him in this house.He turned leaf after leaf.sketch after sketch,
as if he were seeking an answer there. When he came to an empty leaf,
he took his pencil and began a new design. His eye, always so clear
and pleasant, was dim* and like an arrow pierced through his work.
His heart governed the hand as ever before, but the strokes which in
creased with wonderful rapidity, frightened his own hand. Every
line seemed to tell an evil story, the whole work a bloody tragedy of
life. Finished, the artist's hand quickly dropped the pencil, and the
eye gazed on its product with a fiendish delight. Harvot leaned over
his picture and dreamt intently, with his whole mind and did not
wake, till Louisa, exclaimed, by his side, "for mercy's sake !
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that is Gustav!
But frightful!" He dropped the hook on the floor,
the leaves scattering to every corner; and, catching Louisa, who cover
ing her face, was fainting away by his side, he led her to her room.
Full of excitement and with a tremulous voice, he replied: "Those are
my old studies of Borne! At times, I look over them
How they
frightened you!
Please, try to quiet yourself, Madam
"
"Undoubtedly the husband of that poor lady whose jewel
"Yes madam, that wretch
"
"Oh. how I was frightened," she said, wiping her forehead with one
hand and pressing the other to her heart, "he looks so much like Gus
tav,"
and she trembled, as if an icy hand went over her. Jus*
then Gustav stepped into the room, having seen Harvot accompanying
his wife. He stood still and fixed his eyes, like two sharp arrows on
them,
"You remained a little too long in that heat," said Harvot, seeing
him in the door and guessing his thoughts. "Madam was seized with a
weakness, as she came to the steps, but she is all right again."
"Come, dear Gustav, and take me to a cool place," and taking his
arm, with a lang'uid step, she walked off. Harvot stood, with his arms
crossed on his breast, gazing at the door, which closed behind them.
After a little while he began to paint
The salon was quiet. Gustav, who had come back in the meantime,
addressed himself thus: "You have been busy this week, one more
picture and you will be satisfied." "And I shall leave!" said Harvot,
not even looking up from his work.
After dinner, the continuation of Gustav's travels wenc on, and
Harvotwas thankful to Mrs.Terpil for her never tiring inquisitiveness.
She was already showing off her new bonnet and fan which Gustav
brought. The fan, especially, excited a great deal of pride in her, for
it was made of flsh scales and glittered with all colors. She was warm
that day and continually fanned her cheeks. She could not understand
why Louisa was so pale.
She would have liked to offer her the
new fan. Louisa undoubtedly was paler than usual this morning, but
her natural happy spirit and talkativeness scattered all fears of il
ness. "Only a nervous excitement from unexpected joy," remarked
Harvot to the old lady, when after dinner, she had been asking him, if
it would not be best to send for a doctor. "We were all prepared to miss
Gustav a longer time," explained the artist. Gustav at once felt a
great dislike for Harvot, probably greater than Harvot had for Gustav.
No change in the conduct of the two men was apparent, especially in
the presence of ladies. Interesting conversation was concealing tie
strain and hatred which increased every moment, and of which both
were conscious. The mind of a person has very keen feelers, and per
forms a secret play with them, which the keenest eye cannot sometimes
perceive. Gustav saw that Harvot was in a hurry to leave their home
and that he was about to leave as his enemy and Louisa's protector
Harvot knew that Gustav was anxious for him to leave, and that he
feared his absence more than his presence; although he was careful
now, that Louisa should never remain alone with him. Mrs Terpil had
remained with Louisa on account of the express wish of her son-in-law,
and Gustav, with the exception of the morning hour, was at home con
tinually, having all his business messages brought to the house. Many
hours a day he had spent with Louisa either in her room, garden, walks
or on visits, and attended the theaters every night. Since he returned
from Dresden, he lived with his wife again as he had in the first days of
their marriage; and Louisa rejoicing in her heart, for the blissfu
change in their life, believed that Gustav was kinder than
in the first days of their married life. Yet, despite his gallantry, no
other thought was as earnest in his mind as the one how to forget her.
Sitting with him of late summer evenings in her boudoir, Louisa would
reveal to him the most sacred treasures of her heart. Her love grew
in dreams, as the days seemed to increase her strength and as the
nights augmented her charms. Her heart was so happy and clear as
the summer evening starry sky. Gustav accepted the homage of the
young woman's heart with the most delicate hypocrisy; and while
Louisa, thus taken up by the clearest warmth of her own senses, saw
Gustav by her side in the fullest bliss of mutual love, Gustav counted
the number of days he would have to continue this play on account of
Harvot's presence. "I did not expect," he said to Louisa one evening,
returning from the garden, "that the few figures, Harvot is painting
for us, would keep this room in such a prolonged disorder. It is very
unpleasant to walk through this clap-trap." With these words he kicked
aside all the rulers, brushes, pots, paints, drawings and all that his
foot could reach. "But I am more inclined to think," remonstrated
Louisa, "that Harvot has been hurrying his work a great deal, in the
last few days. He is entirely forgetting us. He is here almost the
whole day, and we scarcely know it. Will he really leave us so soon?"
"Artists are queer people," replied Gustav, taking off, with the
greatest delicacy, Louisa's mantle, "they have no rest. I should not be
surprised if Harvot left us tomorrow, abandoning everything i n this dis.
order. Such people have queer temper," he continued, walking about
with Louisa, "they have nothing to eat, but they soon dislike to stay
where they cannot rule." "You are wronging Harvot in that respect,
I should say, that he isalmost too modest." "He disdains us, and thatis
why he hurries away from us
" Louisa bad in her mind entirely

a different idea of Harvot's character, and Gustav's judgment pained
her. All that she] had heard so far from the artist's lips, touched
her heart so sweetly and awoke such a happy echo, that she could not
agree with Gustav's estimation of him. Indeed with all the happiness
in which she lived now with Gustav, she sadly missed Harvot's com
pany. That he intentionally avoided their company, she admitted; but
that he disdained them, she could not believe. At least, as far, as she
was concerned, she had always felt, in his presence, as if a guardian an
gel stood by her side. She felt as if nothing could happen to her, while
he was by her side. In G ustav's presence, however, she could not de
fend him. She was afraid she might sin by doing so more against Har.
vot than her husband.
The following afternoon, when the rain was falling in heavy splash
es from stormy black clouds, and the whole world around was dark,
Mrs. Terpil, who was looking out through the dim windows at the wind
tossed trees, quickly arose and hastening to the door, remarked: "Sure
ly, our dear painter cannot see the colors now. On account of his im
agined people he has forgotten us. I will bring him once more among
us." She opened the door and looked around for the painter. "Mr.
Harvot has just left," said the servant, closing the windows here.
"For pity sake, in such a storm!" exclaimed Mrs. Terpil.
"Where did he go to?"
"Such are his whims," laughed Gustav.
Louisa felt her heart throbbing, "lie was sooner willing to go
through the rain and storm than to stay with us," she sighed, and
thinking of his actions in the last few days, she concluded that since
Gustav's arrival, he was purposely avoiding them. Is it really on ac
count of Gustav? Has her husband offended him with some bitter
secret? If Gustav has wronged him, she will ask forgiveness for him.
That same evening Harvot bid his friends good bye, announcing
his intention of visiting Paris.
"Have you finished at Molans?"
"Monday, I shall complete my work for Gustav."
"What has come over Molan? He lives like a hermit now."
"Is he atoning for Dresden?"
"It is almost time."
"I think he will always live a week with Louisa and two with Caro
line," said Mr. K.
"But three weeks with Hedwiga
," exclaimed several at once.
CHAPTER VI.
After yesterday's rain, a bright, pleasant day came. Like a model
housekeeper, mother nature swept and washed Prague and its vicinity,
that Sunday afternoon might be pleasant for a drive to Buben's Park.
When Gustav and Louisa came the whole elegant bourgeoisie of Prague
was in full flow of amusement. The band played, rich and elegant
equipages passed rapidly to and fro, occasionally stopping in t he shade
of bushy chestnut trees, and again starting to the basswood avenues.
Whoever alighted to find himself a place in the gaudy and crowded, but
continually noisy pleasure seekers, attracted the attention of all
especially if he turned to the front row of tables, where
only the generals and people, lacking only the escutcheon on their
carriages were seated. Gustav led Louisa and Mrs. Terpil to this
place. General surprise and whispering greeted them here. Louisa
had her newest Paris' toilette. Gentlemen inspected her beauty with
the greatest admiration, and ladies viewed her new toilette with equal
amount of enthusiasm. Louisa was the queen of the beautiful day.
She knew it and felt happy. A great stir at once began in the whole
company. The crowd was densest around Louisa and it spread wider
and wider. Just when all eyes and thoughts were entered around
Louisa, in a sudden trot, an elegant carriage was seen coming up, and
stopped at the entrance to the higher row of tables. A lady alighted from
the carriage, a subdued exclamation of surprise escaped the lips of the
whole company. All the eyes turned from Louisa to the newly arrived
lady and from the lady again to Louisa. Both had the same kind of
toilette. The sensation of the public reached its height, when the lady
after a proud walk around ail the tables, and seeing no place exactly
suitable for her, seated herself on the fourth seat from Molans, oppos
ite Louisa
It was turning dusk, when Harvot, the next day gathered all his
artist's requisites, and prepared himself to say good-bye to Molans. He
had looked forward, with relief to this day, and when it came he stood
before it with a very sad heart. He was thinking about Louisa. Oh, if
he could only take her away! He had everything packed and he looked
around once more at his work. Finally, throwing his hands down, he
riveted his gaze to the floor and sought the quietest words his roused
feelings could collect. He was about to go to Louisa and say the sad
good-bye, when she came out of her room, deathly pale, with a languid
step toward him. Trembling all over she laid her hand on his shoulder,
to support herself, and sighing from the depth of her heart, spoke
with a voice full of despondent grief: "Mr. Harvot
have you
more honor
than
the rest
of the men?"
Harvot faltered. He saw that Louisa was deathly pale, but what
could he do? He took her hand; he felt both, fire and ice, her heart
was ready to jump out of every vein. "My dear lady," he said, "we all
live as we can "
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"Judge him!" she said, sinkingaway in tears, and handed the letter
to Harvot. Harvot read in the greatest agony.
MADAM:—When I was selecting for Mr. Molan, in Dresden, a sum
mer dress for you, the same kind as I selected for myself, I never
thought that we could meet somewhere, and find ourselves in such un
comfortable situation as we did yesterday.
Please do not come to Buben's Park next Sunday. I will be there
again as I was yesterday. That you keep your husband so strictly now
lam very sorry; when I take another, trip with him, I shall keep him
a little longer.—CAROLINE D
.
Louisa fixed her whole, anxious soul on Harvot's face. He dropped
the letter on the floor. He hesitated.
"Speak," begged Louisa, dropping by his side.
A brave thought swept through Harvot's mind, as quick as light.
ning. He wanted to free Louisa of all
"Gustavis
condemned!"
he said, deeply moved. "Oh!" exclaimed Louisa, in agony and pressing
her marble hand to her broken heart. She dropped to the floor.
Har
vot ran into the salon, and pulled the call-bell with such violence, that
Mrs. Terpil, half frightened out of her mind, came running to Harvot.
Seeing Louisa, on the floor, she groaned mournfully and with a tremb
ling hand, assisted Harvot in lifting her up.
"Please bring Custav!" said Mrs. Terpil weeping bitterly.
"Stay!" said Louisa with her broken voice, lifting her dying eyes,
and laying her cold hand 011 his
"butif he should
not come —
I would feel sorry . . . . "
The moon was shining on her dead body. A tear glistened on her
lily-white cheek, as a monument of her spotless life.
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Bohemia was Germanized in olden times. Cities and towns in Bohemia,
whose population at present is almost exclusively German have church
bells with these Bohemian inscriptions and in many cases they also
show the pictures of John Hus, John ZiZka and Jerome of Prague, the
national heroes and saints of old Bohemians.

Austrian military authorities publish some very interesting dates
concerning their army for the year 1892. It appears that out of every
1,000 men serving in the army 288 were Germans. 180 Magyars, 144 Bo
hemians, 40 Slovaks, 30 Slovenes and 11 Italians. As to vocation, 42,814
of the men were iron workers. 41,931 shoemakers, 41,467 w ood-workers,
21,376 building laborers, 12,240 bakers, 10,287 millers, 9,250 miners, 4,266,
saddlers, 2,418 alongshormen and fishermen. 859 gunsmiths. During
the year 1892, 350 men committed suicide, 131 men attempted suicide
and 82 men succeeded in injuring themselves. The reasons that actu
ated these acts of violence were ascertained only in 364 cases. In 119
cases it was an aversion to military duty, in 106 cases fear of punish
ment, 25 love matters, 23 mental aberration, 16 disgust with life, 15
debts, 14 family misfortunes, 13 ill-treatment in the army. Shooting
was the most common means of ending one's existence, then followed
hanging in 81 cases, stabbing 26 cases, jumping 21 cases, poisoning 13,
drowning 10 and throwing under the wheels of the locomotive 4 cases.
Of the suicides 164 were born in Hungary, 94 in Bohemia, 76 in Galicia,
37 in Lower Austria, 36 Moravia, etc.

THE END.
Hij Slovatte!

Xetter

JBoj.

The following is a translation, rendered by the late A. H. Wratislaw, of "Hej Slovane," a political song, very popular in Bohemia. Who
can do better?
Hey Slavonians! our language still is living,
Long as our true loyal heart is for our nation striving.
Lives, lives, the Slavonic spirit and 'twill live forever;
Hell and thunder! vain against us all your rage shall shiver!
Language is the gift of God, our God who sways the thunder.
In this world may none our language from us put asunder;
Though as many devils come, as earth with people swarmeth.
God is with us, and Perun 'gainst our opponents stormeth.
Fearful may the tempest o'er us hover, rocks may crumble,
Oaks may split, and all around may yawning earthquakes tremble:
Like a castle's wall we'll stand, a Arm and steadfast nation.—
May black earth the scoundrel swallow who deserts his station!

/llMsceUaneous.
Joseph Slivinski, the Polish pianist who will vie with his country
man, Paderewski, in bagging the American buzzard dollar, has arrived
in New York City. He says that his favorite composers are Beethoven,
Schubert, Chopin, Schumann, Rubinstein, Liszt, and "of course the
old classic masters, Bach, Mozart and Handel."

Joseph Vilim, the violin instructor at the American Conservatory,
has been engaged to play with the first violins in the Theo. Thomas
Orchestra during the coming auditorium season. Mr. Yilim has in
troduced a new feature in the American Conservatory that is certain
to prove beneficial. He has formed a chamber music class, into which
will be admitted only the best pupils in the institution. For the pupils
in his violin class who are not sufficiently advanced to become members
of the string quartet organization, Mr. Vilim has his string orchestra,
where there is a fine opportunity for gaining practical knowledge, and
where the strict discipline will bring excellent results. The one sup
plements the other. Mr. Vilim is accomplishing excellent results with
his pupils at the American Conservatory.—Chicago Indicator.

Ancient church bells are not uncommon in Bohemia. Of the bells
cast between 1300 and 1600 there are. in 388 places in Bohemia 399 pieces.
The inscriptions on them are in 239 cases Bohemian, in 126 L atin and
in 2 cases only German. This circumstance would not indicate that

J. W . SYKORA,

ATTORNEY AND N OTARY,
No. 87 Public Square, Room 6.

Cleveland, O.

VINCENT

B., Chicago. All this claiming of the birth places of prominent
men is a very silly piece of business. As a matter of fact neither Dr.
Schnitzer, or as he is familiarly known Einin Pasha, nor Joseph
Pulitzer, nor LieutenantSchwatka were born in Bohemia. Dr. Edward
Schnitzer was born in the little Silesian town of Oppeln in Eastern
Prussia on March 28, 1840. Both Schnitzer and his wife were Protestants
and Lutherans. Emin Pasha, as he is known to fame, studied a short
time in Vienna —Joseph Pulitzer, the proprietor of the New York
World, was born in Buda-Pesth. Hungary, April 10,1847. He was edu
cated in his native city and came to this country in early youth. The
New York World he bought in 1884. We are not prepared to say,
whether Matejko, the celebrated Polish painter, whose death was
recently announced, was of Bohemian origin or not. His biographers
claim that he sprung from an old Polish family. Historian F. Dvorsky,
claims however, that his father emigrated to Poland from Bohemia in
1806. "The register of births and deaths in St. Vitus church in Prague,'
says Dvorsk^ "shows an entry of marriage between Francis, Count
of Bubna and Litic with Anna Matejka (Dec. 12, 1773). From this
family came the Cracow master. Besides this the family of Matejka's
was connected with de Rittersteins."
cka. The financial estimat.es as approved by the parliament of 1892
make the total revenue of Austria 585,954.126 florins;
total expend
iture for that year was estimated at 583,947,553 florins.—(2) General
commerce of the Austro-Hungarian customs union, which includes
Bosnia and Hercegovina, amounted in 1890 to 610,700,000, florins
of
imports and 771,400,000 florins of exports.
Sokol. Sokol V. L. Voborsky of Chicago furnished the facts for
the article.

Mr. Secor, ex-mayor of Racine, Wis., announces that he
will open a bank in that city bearing the name "First
National Bohemian Bank of America."

Chicago Poles have raised about $10,000 toward the
erection of a monument to Thaddeus Kosciuszko, in one
of the parks of that city.
The monument is to cost
$40,000.

DLOUHY,

Manufacturer of

CAMILLE WIESENBERGER,

SASH, D OORS, B LINDS and MOULDINGS

D r y Goods, Notions, Gents' Furn

697, 699 and 701 Laflin St., Chicago.

i s h i n g s , C a r pe t s , O i l C l o t h s , E t c.

Branch Office: Paulina, bet 47th and 48th St.

1568-70 Broadway.

Cleveland. Ohio.
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CHICAGO ADVERTISEMENTS.

THE PILSEN LUMBER C O.
WHOLESALE LUMBER.
Oflice and Docks, Cor. Laflin and 33d St.
Write for Estimates.

CHICAGO.

BOHEMIAN BREWING CO.,
O F CHICAGO.

The Largest Bohemian Brewery in America.
BREWERS OF THE HEALTHIEST
BEERS IN THE MARKET.

ROBERT L, PITT E,

NOTARY PUBLIC, REAL ESTATE, LOANS,
INSURANCE AND PASSAGE.
Real Estate Bought, Sold and Managed on Com
mission, Rents Collected, Taxes Paid, Etc.

F. J. NEKARDA,

• BRANDS *

F. KORBEL & BROS.

WI N K GR O W K R S
Of Sonoma County, Cal.

"GENUINE BOHEMIAN L AGER,"
"PRAGUER," "GRANAT"
Address all orders to

AND

684 to 706 Blue Island Ave.,

M.

K

resl

& M

allue,

Manufacturers of

CIGAR MOLDS, PRESSES,
And all Cigar Maker's Supplies.

379 Fulton Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

SIKYTA,

Insurance and P assage A gent,
-

ILLS.

Bohemian Importing Co.

CHICAGO.

—Wholesale Importers of—

B O H E M I A N AND R U S S I A N D R Y A ND F A N C Y
GOODS ENGLISH BEAVER SHAWLS
A N D SM O K E R S ' A R T I C L E S .
V. W. HELDT.

J. J. LANGER.

CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA.

583 Center Ave.

CHICAGO.

Elegant New C ustom T ailor P arlors
were opened by

JOS.

CANTON,
SI7VVKN,

11 and 13 S. Canal St.

18th St.

CHICACO.

Special Attention Given to Uniforms. Clothing
Cleaned, Dyed and Repaired Promptly
at Moderate Prices

NEW PRAGUE MANUFACTURING CO.,
Manufacturers of

BREWER'S PAT.IRON WINDOWSILL,
Architectural Irons of e very description. Exclusive
manufacturers of the Patent Eureka Hand Cylin
der Press. General Foundry and Machine
Works, etc., etc.

NEW PRAGUE, M INN.

DR. JOS. SYKORA, M . D .
1419-1453 BROADWAY.

CLEVELAND, O.

ANTON T 7 ZEMAN,"

Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
919 Chamber of Commerce,

J. WADES,
GALVANIZED IRON C ORNICES
Z i n c Or n a m e n t s a S p e c i a l i t y .
T i n a n d Sl a t e R o o f i n g .
518 Blue Island Ave.

CHICAGO.

Established 1869.

FRANK KASPAR
Proprietor of the

CHICAGO.

PROPRIETORS

JACOB 8TAINER

Write for Catalogue.
JOSEPH

KAVAN,

REAL ESTATE,
1530 S outh 13th Street,

OMAHA, NEB

Sole Agent for sale of Lots in several of the best
Additions to the City and South Omaha.
Property in all parts of t he City
For Sale or Trade.

1

poferofe Zapafcu pnntma Go*,

1211 5. 13tb St.

©maba, IReb.

VODICKA,

F A S H I O NA B L E M E R C H A N T - T A I L O R
313 Soutli 13th Street,

croszEiE'iEa:

United States National BankBldg., Omaha, Neb.

Wholesale Dealer in

MICHIGAN A ND C ALIFORNIA W INES,
Fine Brandies and Kentucky Whiskies.
American Elixir of Bitter Wine, Specially
recommended by prominent physicians.

395 to 401 W. 18th St.
JOSEPH

CHICAGO.
HOIS,

FRANK HOLASEK,

Real E siate, L oans, Collections
Wills drawn and estates probated.
Legal Business Promptly and Carefully Attended to.
435 TEMPLE COURT,

Practical Plumber and Gas Fitter

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

SEWER BUILDER.

P. V . R OVNIANEK &. CO.

609 W. 31st St.

HICAGO.

Tel. Canal, 87.

PUBLISHERS AND PROPRIETORS OF

AMERIKANSKO S LOVENSKE NOVINY.
Bankers and Steamship Agents. Importers of
Slavonic Religious and Literary Works.

JOS.

PC PAL,

Main Oflice: 604 Grant St., Pittsburg.
Branch: 35 Ave. A, Cor. 3d St., New York.

NOVAK & STEISKAL,

433 West 18th Street,

Mortgage Bankers, R eal Estate and Loans,

CHICAGO.

Insurance and Passage Agents. Mortgages for Sale.
Notaries Public. Collections of all kinds and
remittances to all parts of the World
promptly attended to at lowest
Current Rates.

i 2d Door West of 5 th Avenue.

(y Furnished Rooms and First-Class Table
Board. This hotel is newly refitted witli
h Modern Improvements, and is
s'tuated in the heart of City.

From reliable house of

W. J.WISA St SON,

PRANK

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

CHICAGO

Jewelry a nd W atches,

537 Blue Island Ave. 043 Loomis St.

Hardware, C utlery an d S porting G oods

•i T

If you want to Save Money,
buy all your

lptlnting in ^Different languages.
HOUSE,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

"HOTEL PILSEN"

c:

381 W. 18th St., Chicago, I l l s .

Established 1885.

References: Melville W. Fuller, Chief Justice U.S.
Gregory, Booth & Harlan, Lawyers, Chicago.

80-183jE. Washing on St.

-

SEND FOB CATALOGUE.

CHICAGO.

Designs Sent on Application.

VITlK,

-

AR T GL A S S

fiUWt GHOCE^V
W.

MUSIC AND MUSICAL I NSTRUME i.
LOUIS

Established 1873.

B. F. I'ORGES.

European Office: Roudnic, Bohemia.

At 583

AND CIGAR CLIPPINGS.

imported and Domestic Wines and Liquors

328 West 18th Street,

117-119 Adams Street,

MANUFACTURER OF

FINE HAVANA QIGARS

C u t , G r ou n d a n d B e ve l e d G l as s .

Notary Public.

CHICAGO,

Xj_ J.

Nos. 341 and 343 South 3nd Street,

CHICAGO, ILL..

PEOHH,

Seventh St., New York City.

Dealer in

JOHN

JOHN

-

Attorney
and Counsellor at [ aw.
99

PlLSEN.

BOHEMIAN BREWING CO.,
Eastern Depot: 40 La Salie Street, Chicago, Illinois.
Only Pure Wines of our own Vintage offered.

CHICAGO.

188-190 W 20TH ST., COR. JOHN

MRS. F. A. DOERING,

THE LEADING MILLINER.
378 Ontario St.

CLEVELAND, O.

Mail Orders Given Prompt Attention.

Oflice, 675 Loomis Street.

CHICAGO.

Near Blue Island Avenue and W. , Oth St .

